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Eunjae.
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2019 ~

→



Eunjae in 🇫🇷



Eunjae in Algolia

infrastructure 
engine 

database 
...

REST API API Clients Instant Search

indexing, search, ...

PHP 
Ruby 
JavaScript 
Python 
Kotlin 
.NET 
Java 
Golang 
Scala 
iOS 
Android js components



Eunjae in Instant Search

InstantSearch.js

React InstantSearch

Vue InstantSearch

Angular InstantSearch

etc...





CODING

Everyone loves



TESTING

Many people like

& DEBUGGING



RELEASING

People barely like

LIBRARIES
especially



RELEASING APPS

CI/CD SERVICES

Netlify
Vercel
Bamboo
Jenkins

okay-ish

!!...



Especially, we don't like releasing libraries.



Why?



Worry about bugs

Why?



Worry about mistakes

Why?



Wrong Node.js version

Why? /  Worry about mistakes



Forgot to git pull

Why? /  Worry about mistakes



npm publish !--tag beta

Why? /  Worry about mistakes



node_modules

Why? /  Worry about mistakes



blocked

Why?



lint, unit test, e2e test, etc.

Why? /  Blocked





cmd + tab

Why? /  Blocked



base branch

Why? /  Blocked



Things to do 
when releasing libraries



semver

Releasing libraries

v1.2.3

major minor patch



conventional commits

Releasing libraries





fix: should use fallback for scoped slots with!!...

conventional commits



fix(compiler): remove the warning for valid !!...

conventional commits

scope



chore: update sponsors

conventional commits



docs: add types directory to CONTRIBUTING.md

conventional commits



feat(ssr): inheritAttrs support in SSR

conventional commits

scope



feat: allow provided config object to extend other configs


BREAKING CHANGE: `extends` key in config file is now used 

for extending other config files

conventional commits



fix, chore, docs, 

refactor, test, !!...

Releasing libraries

patch update



feat

Releasing libraries

minor update



BREAKING CHANGE

Releasing libraries

major update



Inspired by Angular

Releasing libraries



Used by

Releasing libraries Vue.js
Webpack
Angular
Nuxt.js
Gatsby
jest
!!...



conventional-changelog

Releasing libraries





* fix: pass version to buildCommand


* fix: detect major versions correctly


* feat(error): tell user where to create a GitHub token


* chore: use node 12 and specify min node version 

* chore(deps): update dependency eslint-plugin-jest to v23.8.0


* chore(deps): update vuepress monorepo to v1.3.1


* chore(deps): update dependency rollup to v1.31.1


* chore(deps): update dependency eslint-plugin-jest to v23.7.0


* chore: skip preparation if master contain only `chore` commits


* docs: update CHANGELOG


* chore: release v0.15.0
last release



* fix: pass version to buildCommand


* fix: detect major versions correctly


* feat(error): tell user where to create a GitHub token


* chore: use node 12 and specify min node version 

* chore(deps): update dependency eslint-plugin-jest to v23.8.0


* chore(deps): update vuepress monorepo to v1.3.1


* chore(deps): update dependency rollup to v1.31.1


* chore(deps): update dependency eslint-plugin-jest to v23.7.0


* chore: skip preparation if master contain only `chore` commits


* docs: update CHANGELOG


* chore: release v0.15.0
last release



* fix: pass version to buildCommand


* fix: detect major versions correctly


* feat(error): tell user where to create a GitHub token

minor



!--tag

Releasing libraries
alpha


beta


dev


canary


rc


!!...



Instant Search



Instant Search

src/scripts/publish.js



src/scripts/publish.js

Is the working directory clean?



src/scripts/publish.js

version



src/scripts/publish.js

CHANGELOG.md



src/scripts/publish.js

git commit



src/scripts/publish.js

npm run test



src/scripts/publish.js

npm run build



src/scripts/publish.js

npm publish --tag beta



src/scripts/publish.js

git tag v1.2.3



src/scripts/publish.js

git push



src/scripts/publish.js



InstantSearch.js/src/scripts/publish.js



InstantSearch.js/src/scripts/publish.js

React InstantSearch/src/scripts/publish.js



InstantSearch.js/src/scripts/publish.js

React InstantSearch/src/scripts/publish.js

Vue InstantSearch/src/scripts/publish.js



InstantSearch.js/src/scripts/publish.js

React InstantSearch/src/scripts/publish.js

Vue InstantSearch/src/scripts/publish.js

Angular InstantSearch/src/scripts/publish.js



NOT THE SAME





I still make mistakes.



I am nervous.



I am still blocked.



What are the other options?



Other options

np  by Sindre Sorhus









Other options

semantic-release









Whole Different Process



Whole different process

Part 1. Prepare

Part 2. Review

Part 3. Trigger



Whole different process

Part 1. Prepare



Part 1. Prepare

Get the next version



Part 1. Prepare

check out to a staging branch

git checkout -b releases/v1.2.3



Part 1. Prepare

Update the version



Part 1. Prepare

Update CHANGELOG.md



Part 1. Prepare

git commit



Part 1. Prepare

Create a pull request



Whole different process

Part 2. Review



Part 2. Review

Review the PR



Part 2. Review

Status checks





Part 2. Review

Extra test w/ CodeSandbox CI, Pika CI, etc.





npm install https:!//pkg.csb.dev/algolia/

instantsearch.js/commit/838e5e23/instantsearch.js






Part 2. Review

Add more commits
CHANGELOG.md


!!...



Part 2. Review

Squash and merge





Part 2. Review

A new commit is added
chore: release v1.2.3



Whole different process

Part 3. Trigger



Part 3. Trigger

Your CI/CD is triggered by new commit



Part 3. Trigger

It runs a script.



Part 3. Trigger

npm run build



Part 3. Trigger

npm publish !--tag beta



Part 3. Trigger

git tag v1.2.3



Part 3. Trigger

git push



version
CHANGELOG.md
git commit

npm run test npm run build
npm publish
git tag v.1.2.3
git push

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3



Whole different process

Less blocked



version
CHANGELOG.md
git commit

npm run test npm run build
npm publish
git tag v.1.2.3
git push

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3

Your Machine

GitHub

CI/CD



version
CHANGELOG.md
git commit

Part 1

Your Machine

!<= 1 min.



Whole different process

Less mistakes



version
CHANGELOG.md
git commit

npm run test npm run build
npm publish
git tag v.1.2.3
git push

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3

Your Machine

GitHub

CI/CD

Not Your


Responsibility



Whole different process

Less nervous



npm run test

Part 2

GitHub

Review Together



Whole different process

Let's automate Part 1 & Part 3



Introducing

🛳  Ship.js



🛳  Ship.js

Part 1. shipjs prepare

Part 2. Review on GitHub

Part 3. shipjs trigger

you

CI/CD

you & colleagues



Releasing Ship.js with Ship.js



Releasing Ship.js with Ship.js

0.20.0-beta.3 0.20.0





eunjae-math-library



eunjae-math-library

"version": "0.1.0" "0.1.0"





shipjs setup



GitHub Actions



Useful Configurations







Configurable





🛳  Ship.js



It's not about the tool.



It's about the process.



Enjoy your release 🎉



Thank You!



@ eunjae_lee

@ ship_js


